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ABSTRACT




Ubiquitous computing, such as smart homes, smart cars, and smart grid, connects
our world closely so that we can easily access to the world through such virtual in-
frastructural systems. The ultimate vision of this is Internet of Things (IoT) through
which intelligent monitoring and management is feasible via networked sensors and
actuators. In this system, devices transmit sensed information, and execute instruc-
tions distributed via sensor networks. A wireless sensor network (WSN) is such a
network where many sensor nodes are interconnected such that a sensor node can
transmit information via its adjacent sensor nodes when physical phenomenon is de-
tected. Accordingly, the information can be delivered to the destination through this
process. The concept of WSN is also applicable to biomedical applications, espe-
cially ECG sensing applications, in a form of a sensor network, so-called body sensor
network (BSN), where affixed or implanted biosignal sensors gather bio-signals and
transmit them to medical providers. The main challenge of BSN is energy constraint
since implanted sensor nodes cannot be replaced easily, so they should prolong with
a limited amount of battery energy or by energy harvesting. Thus, we will discuss
several power saving techniques in this thesis.
xv
The main low power techniques are low voltage operation and duty-cycling. The
design challenges for the former are reliability and signal timing since performance
is deteriorated as the supply voltage is scaled down. The challenge of the latter is
that it is effective only to blocks which are power-hungry and seldom used. Thus,
combination of these two techniques are presented to maximize the power saving
for the proposed system on chip (SoC) where low-voltage operation was applied to
always-on blocks, while a power-hungry RF transceiver was duty-cycled. In addition,
a power gating technique was applied to the other blocks. As a result, the prototype
chip consumes only 6.1 µW in its full operation mode.
In a system perspective, the main issue of applying low voltage operation is re-
duced noise margin, which is critical to sequential logic, such as memory. Thus, a
robust 12T SRAM bit cell is proposed to reach the theoretical write static noise mar-
gin (WSNM) limit. This could be achieved by eliminating a feedback of back-to-back
inverters by means of data-dependent supply cutoff during write operation. This al-
lows the proposed bit cell to enlarge write margin dramatically. Many previous works
also attempt to cutoff the supply, but many of them were not data dependent. The
proposed 12T bitcell is compared against the conventional 6T and 8T SRAM bit cells
as well as a 10T bit cell. Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation results show the proposed
12T SRAM bit cell is more robust in static and dynamic noise margin than the other
compared cells. The area overhead of the proposed bit cell is 1.96 times and 1.74
times greater than the 6T and 8T bit cells, respectively.
In order to increase the duty cycle further, on-chip signal processing is preferred
than transmitting a sensed raw data. In this thesis, an energy-efficient hardware
architecture of a self-organizing map (SOM) for ECG clustering is proposed. The
hardware consists of a pre-processing block and a SOM block. It detects an R-peak,
reconstructs the QRS complex around it, and clusters the complex by calculating the
Euclidean distance between the complex and the weight vectors of each cell in the
xvi
SOM network (i.e. 5×5 cells). In the operation mode, the cluster ID related to the
minimum Euclidean distance is provided, while the tagged weight vectors are updated
in the learning mode. The proposed SoC is 1,735×1,020 µm2 in CMOS 65nm LP,





Heart disease has been the world’s top leading cause of death over the last decade,
increasing its proportion of the number of death [1]. Heart disease is also the top cause
of death in U.S. [2]. Thus, the prevention of death due to heart disease is critical
to lowering overall mortality. Electrocardiogram [3] is a bio-signal from which heart
disease can be early detected. Thus, there have been many attempts to diagnose and
classify different heart diseases based on the ECG. However, this process requires
well-trained ECG technicians, and the recording of patients’ ECG takes usually a
few days. Electrodes must be attached on a patient’s chest for a few days in order
to record the patient’s ECG, which means the patient needs to stay in the hospital
to record their ECG, and in other cases, long-term hospitalization is required to
monitor a patient’s heart condition, which diminishes the quality of his or her life.
In order to minimize the duration of hospitalization, many portable devices, ECG
telemetry, have been developed. A patient can monitor his or her ECG at home by
using these devices, and they can send the recorded data to the hospital by means
of the Internet. Then, the transferred data is analyzed with abnormality detection
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algorithms. If an irregularity is detected, the system alerts medical providers so that
they can intervene. The abovementioned ECG telemetry system involves a patient
for recording his or her ECG signal in order to enhance the quality of his or her life.
Thus, the patient is responsible of recording ECG in part. In other words, he or she
must attach patch-typed ECG electrodes on the chest appropriately. If the electrodes
are not closely affixed, ECG might not be recorded. In addition, the patient must
transmit the collected records to medical providers at least everyday. These processes
involves a patient’s active participation in recording ECG signals. Therefore, some
imperfect aspects exist in this system:
1. A patient should send the recorded data regularly. If not, important signals for
detecting abnormalities might be missing.
2. Since a patient must update his or her records periodically, an abnormal symp-
tom might be detected after the worst period (i.e. 24 hours). If such a symptom
requires immediate intervention from medical providers, the patient might be
in danger for his or her life.
3. If patch-type electrodes are not affixed on a patient’s chest, ECG signals may
not be recorded.
4. Patch-type electrodes must be removed and re-applied closely on a patient’s
chest after taking showers. Otherwise, ECG signals might not be recorded.
5. Patch-type electrodes could irritate a patient’s skin.
The abovementioned aspects are undesirable to patients as well as medical providers.
In order to resolve these issues, the recording device should be affixed well, and
it should transmit the recorded signal to the hospital in real time. In addition,
there should be a way to circumvent the usage of the patch-type electrodes. One































Figure 1.1: A typical system of wireless sensor network.
ECG sensing device in the perspective of wireless sensor network (WSN). 1 and 2 can
be solved with a system which transmit data in real-time by means of a handheld
device, such as a smartphone or a smartwatch. However, the other 3, 4, and 5 cannot
be solved just by introducing a real-time transmission system. These issues can be
solved either by a contactless sensor, such as a bio photonic sensor or by implanting a
sensor underneath skin. However, the contactless sensor might have the issue number
3 when it does not align well. Moreover, it is difficult to locate such a sensor in between
clothes and skin. Thus, the implantation method is more desirable. However, it has
a tight power budget in order to last longer on a given battery so that it does not
requires a replacement during the required lifespan. Besides, the need for batteries
can be eliminated when energy harvesting supplies the required power of the node.
In either case, it is necessary to achieve an ultra-low power sensing node.
3
1.2 Design Challenges and Low-power Techniques
Figure 1.1 depicts a typical WSN, comprising six main modules: a sensor, a front-
end (e.g. an analog-to-digital converter), a microprocessor, a digital signal processor,
a wireless transceiver, and a power management unit including a power source [4].
As this WSN is typically designed for a long operational life-span, power is carefully
budgeted where pertinent, and it is energized only when required so that the overall
average power is typically 10µW to 100µW. In a typical case, the power source in
the power management unit allocates 20% of power to each module; the real power
breakdown will vary depending on specific applications. The microprocessor module
with ultra-low power dissipation is highly desirable as it often remains active for
continuous monitoring, and it, in part, enables various power-efficient techniques
(e.g. with a very low duty cycle for wireless data transmission) [5].
For realization of this ultra-low power WSN sensing node, many design approaches
can be considered, including adoption of limited instruction sets at the cost of reduced
programmability and versatility [6], usage of smaller feature size devices and their cor-
responding lower supply voltages, clever design techniques with a similar objective
to reduce switched capacitance and switching activity [7], and adaptive circuits and
systems for lowering power budgets, such as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
(DVFS). Many approaches to this adaptive circuits have been suggested: so-called
“always correct” such as look-up tables [8] and canary circuits [9, 10, 11, 12], and
“fail and correct” such as Razor II [13]. These approaches, however, could have some
issues. For example, look-up tables have fixed data in a static memory block, so these
data should be determined by intensive simulation results under Process-Voltage Tem-
perature (PVT) variations, so it is not fully fitted optimized. Canary circuits should
be designed as the worst case in performance for monitoring, so there is a timing
margin between this canary’s delay and the critical path of a real fabricated chip.
For Razor, secondary latch is always correct, meaning that this latch should always
4
be slower than its primary latch under PVT variations. Furthermore, Razor requires
additional cycles to correct erroneous data, bringing about performance degradation.
The issues of the abovementioned approaches to the adaptive circuits and sys-
tems mainly relate to timing uncertainty. This is because inappropriate, insufficient
budget for clock period or cycle time in digital circuits and systems could lead to
incorrect functioning. This timing uncertainty is due to many components, such as
Phase-Lock-Loop jitter, clock skew and jitter, power supply noise, PVT variations,
and etc. As a result, either supply voltage increased or a cycle time becomes longer
as a guard band for ensuring correct operation, resulting in more energy consumption
[14]. Among these components, PVT variations have been a significant issue with
technology enhancement, switching the design paradigm from deterministic to sta-
tistical [15]. Due to increased timing uncertainty, the required guard band has also
been increased to make sure correct operation under this increased timing uncertainty.
PVT variations are even compounded for operation at the sub-threshold voltage re-
gion, further increasing this guard band. Several earlier studies even reported that
the timing uncertainty could be more than 200 times in the sub-threshold region due
to PVT variations [16]. In order to circumvent the timing uncertainty due to this
PVT variations, while reducing the power supply further, asynchronous style design
technique was proposed [17].
In addition to the abovementioned techniques, there have been many ultra-low
power techniques proposed in the past, but they can mainly be categorized into three
techniques: 1) reducing load capacitance, C, 2) scaling the supply voltage, VDD (e.g.
dynamic voltage scaling(DVS), multiple voltage domains, and etc.), and 3) reducing






• C : load capacitance
• VDD : the supply voltage
• f : operating frequency
• α : activity factor.
Thus, any method of reducing these factors can be regarded as a low-power circuit
technique. First, scaling load capacitance is achievable by sizing, changing P/N ratio,
shorter routes, and different circuit structures. However, this is mostly technology
dependent, and its effect is not as much as the other methods. Second, scaling the
supply voltage, which is mainly for digital circuits, comes from the idea that power
is a product of voltage (V) and current (I). When the supply voltage is scaled, the
power consumption can be reduced in a quadratic manner since it linearly reduces the
current as well. Thus, this method is really effective. However, it retards a propaga-
tion time due to the reduced current, so many previously proposed techniques dealt
with the signal timing change resulting from the scaling. Lastly, reducing activity
factor (i.e. duty-cycling) is a system level low-power technique. The main idea of the
duty-cycling is temporal power-gating (or clock-gating); when a block on-chip has no
need for use, it can be power-gated (or clock-gated). This technique is effective in a
system where there is a block which takes a majority portion of the system’s power
consumption and only needs to operate during a short amount of time. In most WSN
systems, an RF transmitter is such a block. Since its current is highly related to its
transmission range and signal integrity, which are critical to a wireless system, scaling
VDD is undesirable. Therefore, duty-cycling is a good solution to reduce the power
consumption of a WSN sensing node due to the RF transmitter. Other techniques
which include data compression and feature extraction were proposed to reduce the
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power consumption further. These techniques are also in a category of reducing the
activity factor.
1.3 Contributions
In this work, we adopted low-power circuit techniques mentioned above to im-
plement an ultra-low power body sensor network (BSN) node SoC for ECG sensing
applications as discussed in Chapter II. The proposed chip senses an ECG signal,
digitally filters it, packetize it, and sends it through an RF transmitter by On-Off
Keying (OOK) modulation. The SoC is composed of an AFE, a DSP unit, a PMU
block, a wake-up receiver, and an RF transmitter. Five different operation modes are
wirelessly controlled by the proposed instruction packet (i.e. 10 octets). In standby
mode, the SoC consumes only 912 nW. This is mainly due to the wake-up receiver
(760 nW), of which sensitivity is less than -50 dBm. In full operation mode, the SoC
transmits raw bio-signal data while only consuming 6.1 µW with -10 dBm output
power. This can be achieved through the aggressive duty-cycling (0.2526%). Previous
reported SoCs reduced their duty-cycle by means of feature extraction, but medical
providers may want to diagnose patients from raw bio-signals. Thus, our proposed
SoC achieved a high duty-cycle by increasing a transmission rate (10 Mbps). In order
to prevent extra process after fabrication, a configurable RC network is embedded on
chip, so this chip is a more complete system than the previous SoCs except an energy
harvesting unit. We kept the power supply for RF transmitter as a nominal voltage.
Instead, we aggressively duty-cycled its usage (i.e. 0.2526%). Thus, it is power-gated
in most of times. In addition, the transmitter has seven different transmission power
levels which can be configured. This can save power consumption further due to
over-powered transmitter at a specific environment. A novel structure of power am-
plifier (PA) enables such options. In addition, we scaled the supply voltage on analog
domain (i.e. 1V) in order to save power consumption, while maintaining its linearity.
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We further scaled the supply voltage on digital domain (i.e. 550mV) since most digital
blocks remains active, and scaling can reduce their power consumption in a quadratic
manner. As we scale the supply voltage down, another design challenge might arise.
Since ECG sensing application does not require a very high clock frequency, timing
constraints for digital circuits are not too stringent even at low VDD. However, scaling
adversely affects noise margin of sequential logic circuits. In particular, memory is
an aggregate of sequential circuits. Thus, ensuring its noise margin at low VDD is
another design challenge.
As we discussed in Chapter III, we proposed a novel 12T SRAM bit cell [18], which
is more robust at near-threshold voltage than the state-of-the-art. An ideal theoretical
read and write static noise margins (RSNM/WSNM) are discussed. the proposed
12T SRAM bit cell reaches the theoretical WSNM limit. This could be achieved by
eliminating a feedback of back-to-back inverters by means of data-dependent supply
cutoff during write operation. This allows the proposed bit cell to enlarge write
margin dramatically. Many earlier works also attempt to cutoff the supply, but many
of them were not data dependent. Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation results show the
proposed 12T SRAM bit cell is more robust in static and dynamic noise margin than
the conventional 6T and 8T SRAM bit cells as well as a 10T bit cell. The area
overhead of the proposed bit cell is 1.96 times and 1.74 times greater than the 6T
and 8T bit cells, respectively. Analytical models of WSNM for the 12T bit cell in the
super-threshold region and the sub-threshold region are also proposed.
In order to save the power consumption of the sensing node further, more aggres-
sive duty-cycling can be considered. Instead of transmitting the sensed raw data,
sensed signals can be digitally processed on-chip for diagnosis, and it can transmit
only an alarm signal when an abnormality is detected. This is advantageous in terms
of power saving. In order to achieve this, the diagnosis algorithm should be very ac-
curate. However, most diagnosis algorithms are deterministic, so they are vulnerable
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under noise. Another resilient algorithm against such noise is required to circumvent
this issue. One possible solution is machine learning. One advantage of using machine
learning algorithm is that when a sensed signal is distorted by noise, it would not
affect the diagnosis results of the algorithm when the learning network learned noise
patterns. Among many learning algorithms, we adopted self-organizing map [19] since
its mapping procedure and its topological property are very similar to real diagnosis.
Although many previous works attempt to diagnose based on ECG through the SOM,
we further simplified its algorithm to make it more hardware friendly as discussed in
Chapter IV. Whereas the prior arts attempted to optimize SOM algorithm for the
diagnosis based on ECG, we proposed a hardware architecture and implemented it.
The hardware consists of a pre-processing block and a SOM block. It detects an
R-peak, reconstructs the QRS complex around it, and clusters the complex by calcu-
lating the Euclidean distance between the complex and the weight vectors of each cell
in the SOM network (i.e. 5×5 cells). In the operation mode, the cluster ID related
to the minimum Euclidean distance is provided, while the tagged weight vectors are
updated in the learning mode. The proposed SoC is 1,735×1,020 µm2 in CMOS 65nm
LP, and it consumes 5.853 mW at VDD=1.2V.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter II discusses how
we to design ultra-low power body sensor network (BSN) node SoC in a low-power
perspective. We analytically present duty-cycling is a key factor for ultra-low power
design. In addition, a discussion of the system architecture of the proposed BSN SoC
is presented, and the sub-blocks of the system are described. Chapter III discusses
an SRAM bit cell design for ultra-low power SoC. The ideal limit of the SRAM bit
cell design is briefly discussed, and then the proposed bit cell is presented. Simu-
lation results are presented in a comparison with other bit cells (i.e. 6T, 8T, and
9
10T). Chapter IV introduces an SOM algorithm for clustering QRS complexes and
its hardware architecture. Lastly, Chapter V concludes this work.
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CHAPTER II
Ultra Low-Power Body Sensor Node Chip Design
for Electrocardiogram Sensing Applications
2.1 Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) has extensively been discussed and studied in re-
cent years since it has many potential applications, such as habitat monitoring [20],
location tracking [21], structural health monitoring [22], area monitoring [23], in-
dustrial monitoring [24], and greenhouse monitoring [25]. Among these applications,
body sensor network (BSN) has attracted scholarly attention [26][27][28][29][30]. This
is because chronic disease is responsible for most deaths in modern society, such as
heart diseases, hypertension, neuro-degenerative diseases, and senile dementia [31].
These chronic diseases require ceaseless monitoring for prevention since these tend to
be asymptomatic and sporadic. Such diseases are often preventable when detected in
their early stages [32][33][34]. In addition, people tend to live longer due to medical
advances, which causes growth in elderly population [35]. The aforementioned chronic
diseases are more likely to develop with advancing age. Thus, more access to health
monitoring will be required as the elderly will become a more part of the population.
Moreover, most acute diseases require postoperative monitoring as well as medical
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intervention after surgery [36]. However, todays conventional monitoring system de-
mands that patients stay in the hospital for an extended period, which would seem
to lower the quality of their lives. Medical providers need a way to monitor senile
patients in order to provide early intervention for chronic disease. At the same time,
patients want a good quality of life. In order to satisfy both groups, a continuous
and unobtrusive health monitoring system is required. To illustrate this monitoring
system, Figure 2.1 shows how many ultra-low power bio-sensor nodes are wirelessly
linked to a watch-shaped BSN coordinator. Each node can prolong its lifetime by
harvesting energy or applying ultra-low power techniques from the individual node.
It monitors bio-signals and wirelessly transmits them to the BSN coordinator which
communicates with a gateway so that these data can be delivered to physicians or to
an emergency system through the Internet. The medical providers can consistently
monitor their customers without disrupting their lives and even retrieve the history
of vital signs.
In order to achieve such a system, each sensing node should consume ultra-low
power so that it lasts a significant amount of time with the limited energy supplied
by a battery. Also, each node should harvest energy for each operation. Many energy
harvesting techniques have been proposed, such as photovoltaics [37], temperature
gradients [38][39], human power [40], wind/air flow [41], vibrations [42][43], and even
nuclear microbatteries [44]. Among those techniques, temperature gradients have
shown promise of future commercialization [38][39]. Although these energy harvesting
techniques offer a gleam of hope in BSN, the development of a BSN node cannot be
complete without ultra-low power techniques since the node should consume less
energy than it harvests.
The two most common ways to achieve ultra-low power are (1) Dynamic Voltage
and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and (2) duty-cycling by which the system effectively















Figure 2.1: A body sensor network (BSN) demonstrating a variety of biosensors
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with 3-channel analog front end (AFE) by means of clock-gating as well as duty-
cycling. However, an RF transceiver and a power management unit (PMU) were not
included. In addition, voltage reduction technique was not adopted. In [46], an EEG
seizure detection SoC was proposed. The SoC is integrated with a commercial RF
transmitter, but this is not a power-optimized method since the specifications of the
RF transmitter are not determined for a specific application. In addition, it does not
include PMU. Another BSN system is proposed in [47], where an integrated chip is
wire-bonded with solar cells and thin film battery to measure intraocular pressure.
The system shows how energy harvesting can effectively be deployed in the system
by managing the harvested energy to prolong the lifetime of the system. However,
the RF transceiver was not integrated into the system. A complete system including
energy harvesting and even an RF transceiver was proposed in [48]. Duty-cycling
was deployed by feature extraction rather than transmitting raw bio-signals so that
the size of a packet was dramatically reduced. The reduction of data lessened the
power budget of the system so that the system could successfully be operated with
minimal energy harvested. However, the RC network for RF communication is off-
chip, requiring an extra process (e.g. wire bonding) of the SoC to connect to another
chip. This changes matching parameters so that the RF communication may not
perform as designed. Another BSN-SoC consisting of an AFE and a digital back-end
was proposed in [49]. The system only consumes a few tens of nW, but the PMU
and the RF transceiver were not integrated. Since the RF transceiver is the most
power hungry unit, a means of saving power with the RF transceiver needs to be
applied. The SoC demonstrates how the system power could be reduced by means
of feature extraction or data reduction. However, transmitting a raw bio-signal is
indispensable for physicians to diagnose a patient as well as tracking their medical
history. As discussed in Section II, the duty-cycle is determined by the size of data
and transmission rate. Hence, high duty-cycling can be achieved either by reducing
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the size of data or by increasing transmission rate. In this chapter, an ultra-low power
BSN SoC is presented with a high transmission rate (e.g. 10Mbps) rather than data
reduction, while maintaining raw bio-signal data.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 describes a prin-
ciple to design a system constrained within a specific energy budget and its proposed
system. Section 2.3 presents the proposed frame format for RF transmission. Sec-
tion 2.4 describes the sub-block design of the proposed system. Section 2.5 presents
simulation results of the proposed BSN system. Section 2.6 draws conclusions.
2.2 System Overview
The proposed BSN system on chip (SoC) diagram is shown in Figure 2.2. The
BSN system wirelessly transmits data and receives an instruction that switches the
system to a different operation mode. When sensing, the BSN system amplifies a
sensed ultra-low-voltage signal via low noise amplifier (LNA) and programmable gain
amplifier (PGA). The amplified signal is sampled and converted into a digital signal by
10-bit Successive Approximation Register (SAR) analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
This digital signal is processed in a digital signal processing (DSP) unit according
to an application (i.e. ECG, EMG, and EEG). The processed data is stored in a
memory block. The accumulated data are sent to a packetizer that parcels them for
transmission, then sends the data packet to an RF transmitter. The RF transmitter
sends the data packet by modulating it. In our proposed system, On-Off Keying
(OOK) modulation was adopted since an RF transmitter does not have to transmit
logic ‘0’ data in the OOK modulation to become energy efficient. When a user does
not require sensing from the BSN system, the system power-gates unused blocks. On
the other hand, another user might need sensed data, but does not digitally processed
data. In any case, the system should operate according to an operation protocol that






































Figure 2.2: The block diagram of the proposed BSN SoC
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packet that triggers the main controller of the system to power-gate unused blocks.
2.2.1 System Design under Limited Power Budget
It is worthwhile to estimate the overall system power consumption by analyzing
each power breakdown before determining the specifications of sub-blocks which con-
sist of the entire system. Assume there are three power domains: analog, digital,
and RF analog. The analog domain consists of an AFE and an ADC. In the digital
domain, there are a DSP block, a memory, a main controller, a wake-up receiver and
a depacketizer. The RF analog domain could have two blocks: an RF transmitter
and a packetizer. Depending on the design, the wake-up receiver, the packetizer, and
the depacketizer can be categorized in the RF analog domain. In addition, a PMU
can be regarded as a power supplier to each domain. In this analysis, it is assumed
that PMU supports only analog and digital domains since the supply voltage of the
RF transmitter affects its communication range. The power consumption in analog
block can generally be represented as follows:
Panalog = Ianalog · Vanalog. (2.1)
In most analog circuits, a current source is used for biasing so the current to the
analog circuits can be regarded constant. On the other hand, the power consumption
in a digital block can be represented as follows:
Pdigital = CL · Vdigital2. (2.2)
In CMOS logic gates, a rail-to-rail swing is generally used, so power is consumed only
when charging or discharging a load capacitor if short circuit current is dismissed.
When all the blocks are taken into consideration, the total power consumption can
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be represented as follows:
Ptotal = Panalog + Pdigital + PRF + PPMU . (2.3)
The power consumption of the entire system can be represented by:















2 + ITX,activeVTX)Nfsample + PTX,static/T. (2.4)
where
• η : the efficiency of PMU
• N : the number of data bits
• fsample : sampling rate
• fRX : clock frequency of RX
• fTX : clock frequency of TX
• T : RF transmission period
According to the formula, the total power consumption decreases by reducing the
number of bits, the supply voltage, and the sampling rate. Note that duty-cycling only
helps to reduce the static power of RF transmitter. The active power is determined by
the sampling rate, not by τ . Intuitively, this agrees with the duty-cycle idea that the
RF transmitter is switched on only when data are sampled. Note that RF blocks are
duty-cycled; they are switched off after transmission is complete. With further duty-
cycling (i.e. increasing T), ttrans also increases due to more data to be transmitted.
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Therefore, the active power would be the same. However, the portion for the static
power will be reduced, so it is traded off with the size of memory. The duty cycle, τ ,





N · fsample · T/fTX
T
= N · fsample
fTX
. (2.5)
Interestingly, the duty cycle only depends on N, fsample, and fTX. Since the number
of data bits and the sampling rate are application specific, fTX seems to be the only
factor to determine the duty cycle in a specific application. Thus, fTX needs to
be chosen as fast as possible in order to save the RF power consumption. On the
other hand, a high duty cycle is achievable by trading off digitizing resolution, N,
while keeping relatively low career frequency. In this work, we adopted a high carrier
frequency (i.e. 2.4 GHz) in order to keep a high resolution (i.e. 10 bits). Note that this
approach is for designing an SoC which transmits a raw data. Previous works did not
transmit raw data. Rather, signals are processed on-chip (i.e. on-chip diagnosis), and
transmitted some necessary information (e.g. abnormality alarm), which is a good
approach for saving the system power, but it is not helpful for medical providers to
analyze the causes of abnormalities. Thus, we believe transmitting a raw data is
necessary unless the diagnosis algorithm perfectly detects any abnormality in ECG.
2.2.2 Sub-block Specifications
The proposed SoC is designed for bio-signal sensing applications, which include
ECG, EMG, EEG, neural spike, neural low field potential (LFP), EMG, EOG, and




The purpose of AFE block is to amplify the sensed signal as well as to suppress
noise. Since the amplitude range of bio-signals vary from ±0.5 mV to ±2 mV and
the supply voltage for AFE block is 1V, the gain of AFE block should not be greater
than 54 dB in order to prevent saturation. In addition, the gain should be variable
according to the input voltage range. Therefore, the gain of AFE block should be
adaptive to the input voltage range. The bandwidth of the signal is from 1 Hz to 1
kHz, which would cover the spectrum of most bio signals.
2.2.2.2 Analog-to-Digital converter
ADC determines the resolution of digital signal, and it should cover a meaningful
minimum value of the analog input signal. In the proposed SoC, signal is processed in
10 bits. In addition, the sampling rate should be greater than the Nyquist frequency
of the input signal, and it is also related to the conversion energy of the ADC. Thus,
the sampling rate should not be much greater than the Nyquist frequency in order to
achieve ultra-low power consumption, so 2.4 kHz is set as the sampling frequency.
2.2.2.3 DSP block
In the proposed SoC, an infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter is adopted
since it is more power efficient and more flexible than an analog filter. In addition, an
IIR filter requires fewer taps than a finite impulse response (FIR) filter, which brings
about less area overhead as well as low power consumption.
2.2.2.4 Memory block
The main specifications of the memory block is to retain data reliably with ultra-
low power consumption. In order to achieve this objective, 8T SRAM bitcell is
adopted in the memory block since it was known as a reliable bitcell to use in the
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sub-threshold region [50]. In addition, the memory block should have enough capacity
to keep the sensed data until they are transmitted. As discussed in Section 2.3, a
data packet contains 250 octets, which is 200 words (i.e. 2 kb). Thus, when data
stored in each bank are transmitted per packet, a bank should contain 200 words by
10 bits. Furthermore, the ADC sampling rate is 2.4 kHz, so 24kb of data are stored
per second. Since each bank can contain 2kb of data, 12 banks are required to store
all data sensed over one second. Moreover, it takes time to packetize the stored data,
so a spare bank is required to prevent the previous data from being written by new
data before sending them. One spare bank is enough to buffer the memory block
against overwriting, since transmission is complete before writing all words in the
spare bank. In order to send 12 packets, 24,960 bits of data should be transmitted as
in Equation 2.6.




= 24, 960 bits. (2.6)
Since the transmission rate is 10 Mbps, it takes 2.496 ms to transmit 12 packets.
During 2.496 ms, 5.9904 sampling cycles have passed (i.e. 2.496ms × 2.4kHz =
5.9904). Thus, the buffer space is 6 extra words, which is less than a bank size (i.e.
200 words). In conclusion, the memory contains 13 banks, one of which consists
of 200 words by 10 bits. The performance requirement of the memory block is 2.4
kHz for reading with a sampling rate of 2.4 kHz, while the writing is 1 MHz with a
transmission rate of 10 Mbps.
2.2.2.5 Wake-up receiver
Since the proposed SoC is idle during the standby mode for power saving, a
wake-up receiver is required to wake up the BSN node when new instruction arrives.
For most applications, the BSN node spends most of its time sleeping, which makes
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the wake-up receiver operate in a high duty cycle. Therefore, the ultra-low power
consumption of a wake-up receiver is critical to prolong the battery life.
2.2.2.6 RF transmitter
In order to send the collected data to the BSN coordinator, a RF transmitter
is employed. The RF transmitter takes a great portion of power breakdown in the
entire system, so a high data rate is indispensable to maintain the duty cycle of
the RF transmitter to remain very high so that the static power consumption can
dramatically reduced as shown in Equation 2.5.
2.2.2.7 Power Management Unit
For the power reduction of digital blocks, low supply voltage is required since it
has a quadratic relationship with power consumption. Therefore, a DC-DC converter
is used to convert the battery voltage to the desired low supply voltage for digital
circuits. In addition, there is a demand for a voltage regulator which keeps the supply
voltage level stable. This is because the supply voltage from the battery may vary or
be noisy. The results of the unstable voltage levels have a great impact on a sensitive
analog unit, such as an AFE.
2.2.3 Operation Modes
The proposed BSN SoC operates in five different modes according to the demand
of a user. The mode switching is wirelessly controlled by parsing the upcoming
instruction packet. The five operation modes are shown in Table 2.1. In any operation
mode, the wake-up receiver and de-packetizer are always turned on, as they should




DSP (Filtering) RF Transmitter
Standby × × ×




DSP © © ×
Full Operation © © ©
Table 2.1: Operation Mode of the proposed BSN SoC
2.2.3.1 Standby mode
Standby mode is used when a user does not want to sense anything. For saving
power, all sensing blocks, the digital signal processing (DSP) block, and the RF
transmitter are power gated.
2.2.3.2 Sensing mode
A sensing mode is proposed when a user wants to store signals, but does not want
to transmit the stored data for saving the power consumption of the SoC. This mode
would be more useful when the storage capacity is huge.
2.2.3.3 RAW data transmission mode
RAW data transmission mode is the same as the sensing mode except this mode
allows RF transmission. Thus, the DSP block is the only one that is turned off. This
mode would be useful when a user want to check the sensed raw data.
2.2.3.4 DSP mode
In DSP mode, all sensing and DSP blocks are turned on, while the RF transmitter
is turned off. This mode would be useful when a user wants to monitor a patient and
save the system power by suppressing RF transmission. Since the DSP block can
diagnose the sensed signal, the SoC can transmit the digitally processed signal only
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when it detects an abnormal pattern no matter what the application.
2.2.3.5 Full operation mode
In full operation mode, all blocks are under operation. Sensing blocks amplify
the sensed signal and convert the sensed analog signal to digital, and the DSP block
processes the digitally converted signal and stores the processed signal into the mem-
ory block. The packetizer packets the stored data and delivers to the RF transmitter
which transmits the delivered data wirelessly.
2.3 Packet Frame Format
Processed data or instructions are wirelessly transferred by means of a packet.
IEEE Standard 802.15.4 is a widely used protocol standard for Low-Rate Wireless
Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs) [51]. Data or instructions are packetized by
following the frame format which is specified in the protocol standard. This standard,
however, is devised for comprising a flexible network with an excessive length. This
makes the protocol unattractive for ultra-low power applications. Thus, we modified
the standard in order to optimize the protocol for the power consumption of the pro-
posed system. Since the proposed SoC is wirelessly controlled through the packet, and
it wirelessly transmits the processed data also through the packet, the two optimized
protocol need to be proposed for transmission and reception.
2.3.1 Instruction Frame Format
The operation of the proposed SoC is determined by parsing the reception frame
which contains an instruction which triggers the SoC to operate in a specific opera-
tion mode. In contrast with the conventional IEEE Standard 802.15.4, the proposed
reception frame format does not comprise frame length field in the physical (PHY)
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Figure 2.3: The proposed instruction frame format
tion header (SHR) and PHY service data unit (PSDU) as shown in Figure 2.3. The
total length of the instruction frame format is 10 octets.
2.3.1.1 SHR (Preamble & SFD fields)
A preamble field belongs to SHR in IEEE 802.15.4, which consists of 32 consecutive
zeroes. However, OOK modulation is adopted in the system, so the SoC cannot
recognize whether a zero is a void or a valid zero. Thus, a new combination of zeroes
and ones is required as shown in Table 2.2. For synchronization with a RF wake-
up receiver, 26-bit alternating ones and zeroes are provided, and 111000 follows.
There is another field called a start-of-frame delimiter (SFD) field in SHR. After
Bits: 0 1 2 3 4 5 ... 26 27 28 29 30 31
1 0 1 0 1 0 ... 1 1 1 0 0 0
Table 2.2: Preamble Field in PHY SHR
synchronization with preamble, the parser block recognizes this field as a start of
the packet. The proposed frame format adopts the same SFD pattern as shown in
Table 2.3.
Bits:0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
Table 2.3: SFD Field in PHY SHR
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2.3.1.2 PSDU (MPDU field)
PSDU is a medium access control (MAC) sublayer, which consists of two sub-
fields: MAC header (MHR) and MAC footer (MFR). MHR has three sub-fields:
Transmission level & Filter Selection (TFS), Frame Control (FC), and Data Sequence
Number (DSN), while MFR has one sub-field: frame check sequence (FCS). TFS field
specifies how intense the SoC would transmit the sensed data and what type of IIR
filter would be applied for data signal processing as shown in Table 2.4.
Bits: 0-2 3-4 5-7
Transmission Power Level
(000 off, 111 maximum)
Filter Selection Reserved
Table 2.4: Transmission Level & Filter Type Field
Bits: 0-2 3 4 5-7
Frame type Frame pending Ack. reqeust Operation Mode
Table 2.5: Frame Control Field
FC field is shown in Table 2.5. Frame type (FT) field is identical to IEEE 802.15.4
standard, which describes the type of the currently transmitted packet. Frame pend-
ing (FP) field notify the recipient that the sender has more data for transmission. In
the proposed instruction frame format, both FT and FP fields are set as fixed since
the instruction can be complete with one instruction packet. Acknowledge request
(AR) field is set to one when the sender requires the recipient to transmit an acknowl-
edge packet for confirming the reception of an instruction. Operation Mode (OM)
field specifies in which operation mode the SoC operates. The detailed information
of OM field is shown in Table 2.6. DSN field is sequentially decided from 0 to 255
for the frame. When the sender requests an acknowledge packet, this field is used for
matching the packet to the instruction packet. FCS field functions as cyclic redun-
dancy check (CRC). The FCS is calculated as specified in IEEE 802.15.4. The FCS
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CRC-16 Generator Polynomial: G(x)=x16+x12+x5+1
Figure 2.4: A typical implementation of CRC-16 Generator Polynomial.
generator polynomial of degree 16 is shown in Equation 2.7:
G16(x) = x
16 + x12 + x5 + 1. (2.7)
An implementation of the equation is depicted in Figure 2.4.
2.3.2 Data Frame Format
Data frame format is used to packetize the sensed data for RF transmission. As
the instruction frame format, the data frame format comprises SHR, PHY header
(PHR), and PSDU, but their component fields are different as shown in Figure 2.5.
2.3.2.1 SHR (Preamble & SFD fields)
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Figure 2.5: The proposed data frame format.
2.3.2.2 PHR (Frame length field)
PHR field contains a frame length field, which specifies how many octets would
be followed by this field. In the proposed SoC case, it is set to 254.
2.3.2.3 PSDU (Frame control, DSN, Data payload, FCS fields)
DSN and FCS fields are as the same as in the instruction frame format. The
compositions of the FC field are as in the instruction frame format as shown in
Table 2.5, but its subfields are different. FT field contains whether the packet is
either for data transmission or for acknowledgement. FP field is set as one when
there is a pending packet to be transmitted. AR & OM fields are defined as in the
instruction frame format. Data payload (DP) field contains either sensed RAW data
or digitally processed data, which depends on what operation mode the SoC is in. To
maximize duty-cycling, the length of DP field is set as 250 octets so that the total
length of PSDU would be 254 octets which would be within the range of the frame
length field.
2.4 Block Description
The proposed BSN SoC shown in Figure 2.2 consists of three power domains
(PDs): analog power domain, digital power domain, and RF analog power domain.
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The power supply of RF analog power domain is 1.2V since the power amplifier in
the RF transmitter requires high output for longer transmission. The power supply
of analog power domain is 1V, which was determined by the power supply voltage,
related to the linearity of analog blocks. When the supply is aggressively lowered
for power saving, the lowered supply would adversely affect the linearity. The digital
domain has 550 mV as the supply since the performance requirements for the digital
blocks are not tight (i.e. up to 10 MHz), as the power is lowered, so the power is
quadratically saved, but it also increases leakage. In addition, most digital compo-
nents have power switches in the proposed SoC, so leakage current will be dominant
when they are power-gated. Therefore, 550 mV is a viable option for saving power,
while reducing leakage.
2.4.1 Analog Front-end
The analog front-end block consists of a low noise amplifier (LNA), a programmable
gain amplifier (PGA) and an output driver as shown in Figure 2.6. The LNA is the in-
terface between off-chip sensors and the BSN SoC. It provides excellent noise suppres-
sion and a moderate gain. PGA provides further amplification with a programmable
gain to increase the systems dynamic range. The output driver is the interface circuit
between AFE and the following SAR ADC. It has a strong drivability onto a large
track and hold (T/H) capacitor.
2.4.2 ADC
SAR topology is widely used to save conversion energy since it only requires a
comparator. The SAR ADC consists of a bootstrap T/H switch [52], a 10-bit charge
redistribution DAC [53], a dynamic comparator [54], a bootstrap driver, and a 10-bit
SAR block. For better linearity, the capacitive array DAC is laid out as symmetric















































































































































































































































Filter Target bio-signal Frequency response
Filter 1 Neural spike 0.1 Hz ∼ 1kHz
Filter 2 Neural LFP, ECoG 0.1 Hz ∼ 280 Hz
Filter 3 ECG, EEG 0.1 Hz ∼ 150 Hz
Filter 4 EMG, EOG 10 Hz ∼ 1 kHz
Table 2.7: IIR Filters Implemented in DSP Block
DSP block processes the digitally converted signal according to the desired ap-
plication. As shown in Table 2.7, four different digital IIR filters were embedded in
this block for processing bio-signals, such as ECG, EEG, EMG, EOG, ECoG, and
a neural spike. In order to save energy and area, a multiplier is replaced with a
MUX and shifter based structure as in [55]. The IIR filter has a standard 3-cascaded
second-order structure, bringing about 6-order calculations. As in [55], the proposed
IIR filter structure can be programmed or controlled by the main controller by means
of the control signals of MUXes. In the proposed SoC, the coefficients for four differ-
ent filters are stored in ROM, so that when switching to a different filter, the related
coefficients would be connected to MUX control input ports.
2.4.4 SRAM
SRAM block stores either the processed signal or a raw digital signal depending on
the operation mode as described in Section 2.2. In order to save energy, near-threshold
operation is adopted; the operating supply voltage is 550 mV, which would help to
reduce power consumption, while minimizing the leakage. For the near-threshold
operation, the conventional 8T SRAM bitcell was adopted [56]. Since SRAM should
keep data until transmission phase in any operation mode (i.e. 1 second), aggressive
reduction of the supply voltage would cause a great amount of leakage.
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2.4.5 Packetizer/Depacketizer/Main Controller
The packetizer block prepares data for transmission according to the transmission
protocol that was modified and optimized from IEEE 802.15.4 standard for energy
efficiency as proposed in Section 2.3. The depacketizer decodes the received data from
the RF receiver, and sends them to the main controller. The main controller receives
the parsed instruction from the depacketizer, and switches to a certain operation
mode according to the instruction. Based on the operation mode, the main controller
power-gates some blocks, while it triggers the others to be turned on. Figure 2.7 shows
how the packetizer and the depacketizer process the instruction packet and operate
the proposed SoC. As shown in Figure 2.7 (b), the depacketizer checks if a stream
of upcoming data is matched with preamble and SFD. When it is matched, it stores
the following 3 octets data, which is MHR. While streaming these 3 octets data, the
CRC generator calculates FCS based on the streams. Once it finishes the calculation,
the depacketizer compares the calculated CRC with the upcoming FCS (2 octets) bit
by bit. If the coming data do not match with the calculated CRC, the depacketizer
dismisses the packet. When it is matched, the depacketizer effectuates the stored
instructions. It instructs the main controller to operate in a certain operation mode,
and transfers what type of digital filter would be used in that mode. Simultaneously, it
sends a message to the packetizer to prepare an ACK packet when ACK is requested.
The main controller receives an instruction from the depacketizer, and switches its
operation mode according to that instruction. As defined in the operation mode,
the main controller manages power gating for each functional block. It also controls
interfaces between blocks. When AFE is on, it enables ADC to convert the sensed
signal to digital. Once this conversion is complete, the main controller triggers control
signals to the digital filter block and memory block based on the operation mode.
Either raw data or filtered data would be stored in the memory. Until the memory
reaches the full, the controller keeps triggering data conversion, digital filtering, and
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Figure 2.7: The operation flowchart of (a) Packetizer and (b) Depacketizer.
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writing data in the memory block. When the memory is full, the main controller sends
a transmission signal to PMU, the packetizer and the RF transmitter. Then, it keeps
controlling for data conversion, filtering, and writing data in the spared bank. Once
the transmission control signal arrives at the packetizer, it begins to read data from
the memory block bank by bank. Simultaneously, it checks if the RF transmitter is
available for the data transmission since it might not be available when ACK packet
is requested through the instruction packet. In this case, the depacketizer is using the
RF transmitter. When RF transmitter is ready for use, the packetizer triggers the
power amplifier (PA) in the RF transmitter based on the prepared packet. Packetizing
and transmission are conducted simultaneously. First, the packetizer sends all header
information such as SHR and PHR to PA. Then, it reads a word from the memory at
1 MHz, in which case 10-bit data are read, and each bit is transferred at 10 MHz, so
10 Mbps transmission rate can be achieved. After reading and sending all data in 12
banks, the packetizer sends FCS calculated from the CRC-16 polynomial generator,
which is the completion of data transmission. Since all transmission is complete, the
packetizer sends a disable signal both to PMU and to the RF transmitter.
2.4.6 RF Transceiver
The RF Transceiver block transmits the prepared packet wirelessly, and receives
data from the user. When the transceiver is unused, it is powered-off so that the
power consumption of the BSN system can be minimized. It consists of two sub-
blocks: a RF transmitter and a wake-up receiver. The RF transmitter, as depicted
in Figure 2.8, consists of a charge-pump based phase locked loop (PLL) and PA [57].
PLL generates a clean carrier signal which is directly modulated by PA with OOK.
When the PA is switched on and off, the load of PLL is changing, which brings about a
change of the career frequency. In order to prevent this fluctuation, a buffer is inserted






































































































































the wake-up receiver demodulate a wake-up signal and deliver the demodulated data
to the depacketizer. In order to save area, both the RF transmitter and the wake-up
receiver share a matching network. Thus, when a block utilizes the network, the other
should wait until it is released by means of a flag. For compensating mismatch, the
matching network is reconfigurable.
2.4.7 PMU
For power efficient operation, a PMU is employed to convert the battery-supplying
1.2V into two voltages: 0.55V for digital blocks and 1V for analog blocks. PMU
consists of two parts: a 2:1 switched-capacitor DC-DC converter and a low-dropout
(LDO) regulator. In order to minimize the energy consumption of digital blocks
while maintaining an acceptable performance, the supply voltage for the digital power
domain is chosen to be a near-threshold voltage, 0.55V. For sensitive analog blocks,
such as AFE and wake-up receiver, a LDO is used to isolate them from possible noise
sources and variations of the battery supply. The provided voltages with respect to
supplied sub blocks are summarized in Table 2.8.
Voltage Supplied Block
1.2V RF Transmitter, Packetizer, Analog biasing circuitry
1.0V AFE, ADC
0.55V Controller, DSP, SRAM, Depacketizer, Wake-up receiver
Table 2.8: Voltages Supplied by PMU
2.5 Simulation Results
2.5.1 AFE
The simulation results of AFE are shown in Table 2.9. As described in Section 2.2,
the bandwidth of AFE is up to 1.2 kHz so that the sampling frequency can be 2.4 kHz
which is greater than the Nyquist rate of the target bandwidth (i.e. 1 kHz). Since
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Input referred noise 4.5 µVrms
Bandwidth 0.005 Hz ∼ 1.2 kHz
Power Consumption 1.3 µW
Gain 44 ∼ 65 dB
Linearity 1% THD @ input = 5 mVpp
PSRR >52 dB
CMRR >52 dB
Table 2.9: Analog Front-End Summary
the proposed BSN SoC is targeting most bio signals, the gain of AFE is variable
according to which bio-signal is sensed. The power consumption of AFE is 1.3 µW.
2.5.2 SAR ADC
Topology / Resolution 10-bit SAR





Max. nonlinearity <1 mV (1 LSB)
Power Consumption 221.8 nW
Table 2.10: SAR ADC Summary
The simulation results of the SAR ADC are shown in Table 2.10. The ENOB of
the ADC is 8.68 bits, and it consumes 221.8 nW at the sampling frequency, fs=2.4
kHz. Thus, the ADC is not taking a great portion in the total power consumption.
2.5.3 RF Transceiver
The simulation results of the RF transmitter are shown in Figure 2.9. When the
‘Enable’ signal pulse comes from the controller into the packetizer, the packetizer
enables the RF transmitter by toggling the ‘TXPWR EN ’ signal. The toggling causes
VCO to be locked in a certain voltage (i.e. VTUNE). Once it is locked, it triggers


























































Figure 2.9: The waveform of the transmitter and the control signals.
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the RF transmitter (i.e. PAC Data), and then the RF transmitter modulates the
packetized signal (i.e. RF Out). The summary of the RF transceiver is shown in
Transmitter
Carrier Frequency 2.46 GHz
Output Power -10 dBm to 0 dBm
Maximum Power Consumption
(Maximum Power Level)
3.12 mW when transmitting ‘1’
1.93 mW when transmitting ‘0’
Minimum Power Consumption
(Minimum Power Level)
1.01 mW when transmitting ‘1’
773.9 µW when transmitting ‘0’
Minimum Power Consumption
with Duty-Cycling
2.55 µW when transmitting ‘1’
1.96 µW when transmitting ‘0’
Start-up Time <10 µs
Data Rate 10 Mbps
Modulation Scheme On-Off Keying
Standby Power 100 nW
Wake-up Receiver
Sensitivity <-50 dBm
Power Consumption 760 nW
Table 2.11: RF Transceiver Summary
Table 2.11. Since OOK modulation is adopted in the proposed SoC, the power con-
sumption of the transmitter depends on the data transmitted. When the maximum
output power is set among the eight power levels, it consumes 3.12 mW for transmit-
ting ‘1’. For the minimum output power, it consumes 1.01 mW when transmitting ‘1’.
With duty-cycling, it consumes 2.55 µW when transmitting ‘1’, while 1.96 µW when
transmitting ‘0’. The wake-up receiver consumes only 760 nW, and its sensitivity is
less than -50 dBm.
2.5.4 PMU
The simulation results of the PMU are shown in Table 2.12. The peak efficiency of
the DC-DC converter is 88%. When the load blocks (i.e. digital blocks) consume 10
nW to 3 µW, the overall efficiency is always greater than 70 percent. The maximum












PSRR 45 dB (250 kHz)
Table 2.12: Power Management Unit Summary
the ADC since they only consume around 1.5 µW.
2.5.5 Other Blocks
Packetizer
Start-up and reset time <30 µs
Power Consumption
17.2 µW (without Duty-Cycle)
43.4 nW (with Duty-Cycle)
Depacketizer
Power Consumption 73.4 nW
DSP
Power Consumption 279 nW
Table 2.13: Digital Blocks Summary
The summary of the other blocks are shown in Table 2.13. The packetizer con-
sumes 17.2 µW, but it is duty-cycled with the RF Transmitter. Since its start-up
and resetting take less than 30 µs, it is on for less than 2.526 ms when combined with
duty-cycle. Therefore, it consumes 43.4 nW as a result. The depacketizer consumes
73.4 nW, while DSP consumes The system power consumption varies in a different
operation mode since power-gating is applied to different blocks in a different mode.
When all the blocks operate, the total power consumption is 6.1 µW for the minimum
RF power level. The power breakdown of each block is shown in Table 2.14. Lastly,
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the system power consumption in a different operation mode is shown in Table 2.15.
Note that the power consumption of the system in standby mode is only 912 nW.
Block Power
Analog front-end 1.3 µW
SAR ADC 221.8 nW
DSP 279 nW
Packetizer (with duty-cycling) 43.4 nW
Depacketizer 73.4 nW
SRAM 539 nW
RF Transmitter 0.89 ∼ 2.53 mW
RF Transmitter (with duty-cycling) 2.25 ∼ 6.39 µW
RF Wake-up Receiver 760 nW
PMU Efficiency 80%
Duty Cycle (including power-on) 0.2526 %
Total Power 6.1 ∼ 10.2 µW
Table 2.14: Power Breakdown of an Individual Block in the BSN System
Mode Standby Sensing RAW data TX Digital Operation Full Operation
Power 912 nW 3.38 µW 5.68 ∼ 9.82 µW 3.81 µW 6.1 ∼ 10.2 µW
Table 2.15: Power Consumption of Each Operational Mode
2.6 Conclusions
The proposed BSN chip only consumes 6.1 µW even in the full operation mode
due to the aggressive duty-cycle, which is 0.2526%. When the system power-gates
all unused blocks in the standby mode, it only consumes 912 nW. The comparison
table with the state-of-the-art is shown in Table 2.16. Figure 2.10 shows the relation
between the lifetime and the power consumption of a system for different types of
batteries. The lifetime of the proposed SoC would be greater than a year when
using AAA Alkaline battery with the maximum power level. In standby mode, the
proposed SoC prolongs the lifetime greater than ten years by using AAA Alkaline
battery. Energy can be harvested from a human body since it can be regarded as a
41
















































































Figure 2.11: The proposed BSN SoC layout.
heat source (i.e. thermoelectric generator). The harvested power from the state of
the art is greater than 20 µW [38][39]. Therefore, the proposed SoC can perpetually
be operated by energy harvesting. As shown in Figure 2.11, the proposed SoC area
is 1920×1920 µm2 and designed in CMOS 65nm LP (1P9M6X1Z1U).
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CHAPTER III
A Robust 12T SRAM Cell Design
3.1 Introduction
With the advancement of CMOS VLSI technology in nanometer regime, the pro-
cess, the supply voltage, and the on-chip temperature (PVT) variations have been
significant issues. These variations make a digital CMOS system vulnerable since
drivability of each device changes from the intended design, causing read or write
upset in a SRAM, synchronization problems in a latch, and adversely affect delays in
logic gates. Among these three canonical CMOS circuit types which are a SRAM cell,
a latch, and an inverter, a SRAM bit cell is a key component in designing a reliable
system due to its highest failure rate [58]. In addition, as the demand for ultra-low
power applications has been on the rise [59][60][61][4], many techniques have been
proposed, including parallel computation [62], clock gating [63], low swing signaling
[64], dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [10], low swing flops and latches
[65], and sub-threshold operation [61]. Among these techniques, sub-threshold op-
eration has had a high profile since dynamic power can dramatically be reduced in
the sub-threshold region. In this region, sequential logic is more vulnerable to noise
than combinational logic, so many sub-threshold SRAM cell structures have been
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proposed since the introduction of the first sub-threshold operating FFT processor
[61]. A singled-ended read port was proposed by introducing two additional read
transistors [56]. These additional devices decouple its read bit line from the storage
node, so the disturbance of the SRAM cell can be eliminated during read operation,
which improved the stability of SRAM cell during read operation. This proposed bit
cell is widely used in [66][67][68][69]. Another attempt to reduce read disturbance
was introduced in [70]. An additional device is added to the conventional 6T cell
so that a pull-down network can be cut from the storage node. However, this ap-
proach has drawback for write operation. In another example, the number of read
access transistors was increased to four [71]. The additional devices could increase
the number of rows sharing a bit line due to stacking effects. In [68], a floating VDD
scheme was proposed. In this work, write operation in the sub-threshold region was
feasible due to a floating VDD during write operation since it weakened the feedback
in the SRAM cell. In addition, a virtual ground concept driven by a read buffer
foot driver was introduced, which helped leakage reduction from bit lines through
read access devices. For realization of write operation in the sub-threshold region,
a virtual supply scheme was introduced. In [72], a decoupled read port was also in-
troduced in order to improve read static noise margin (RSNM), and halo doping was
introduced in the access transistors in order to utilize reverse short channel effect,
causing the increase of threshold voltage. This technique was for increasing write
margin in the sub-threshold region. Another approach for improvement of RSNM
was proposed in [73]. Dynamic differential cascade voltage switch logic (DCVSL) was
introduced for read access. In order to increase write margin, wordline voltage was
boosted. Although these proposed bit cells improved RSNM as well as the number
of rows sharing a bit line, write margin was not dramatically improved since each bit
cell itself has a feedback loop in the structure so that this loop contends with write
access devices. Other than the above mentioned bit cells, many proposed SRAM cells
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drastically improved read stability in the sub-threshold region, but write stability was
not improved much [74][75][76][77]. Another bit cell was proposed to resolve this issue
[78]. In this proposed cell, feedback loop is opened by cutting a pull-down network
of a half-cell. However, every bit cell dynamically shares switch control signal dur-
ing both write and read operations. As a result, the storage nodes might experience
voltage droop due to the control signals shared with the other bit cells in a column.
Thus, it is potentially hazardous to a dynamic noise source although it suggests a
way to improve write margin of SRAM bit cell. In conclusion, no bit cell can be
regarded robust enough during write operation in the sub-threshold region. At last,
another bit cell is proposed in [79]. The proposed cell cuts the power supply by the
data written within the bit cell. However, the supply cutoff can be achieved after the
access transistor successfully writes data into a storage node. Thus, the supply cutoff
is indirectly controlled through the access transistor. In [80], a single write port bit-
cell was proposed. During write operation, the power supply to one of the hald cells
was cut so that writability was improved. This bitcell structure resembles a standard
cell latch, but since the power cutoff is recovered after the write clock cycle, the data
is latched after the current clock cycle, which has a potential hazard of noise interfer-
ence during the clock transition. Another attempt to improve writability of SRAM
was proposed in [81]. In this proposed bit cell, pull-up networks are cut to eliminate
charge contention during write operation. However, this bit cell also sacrifices hold
due to its structure.
Theoretically, the maximum achievable static noise margin can be considered as
shown in Figure 3.1. Two conventional static noise margins for read (i.e. RSNM) and
write (i.e. WSNM) are presented. These ideal margins can be acquired by combining
two ideal voltage transfer characteristics (VTCs) of back-to-back inverters. These
VTCs depend on each operation. When reading, ideal inverters should switch at


























Figure 3.1: Ideal noise margin curve for (a) RSNM and (b) WSNM.
DC responses can be represented as in Figure 3.1 (a). Hence, the maximum RSNM
can be VDD/2 from the definition. When writing, the VTC of an inverter is identical
to the normal VTC, while the VTC of the other is distorted so that mono-stability
condition is met during writing. In order to achieve the ideal mono-stability, one
of the VTCs should be the ideal VTC of an inverter, while the other should be a
straight line along with y-axis so that those cannot intersect (i.e. hold a state) with
each other. As shown in Figure 3.1 (b), the maximum WSNM can be VDD/2. This
point of view presents a blueprint on how the static noise margin of an ideal SRAM
would be.
In this paper, a 12T SRAM cell is proposed, which eliminates charge contention
during write operation so that its VTC curves closely resemble the ideal VTC curves
for WSNM. Therefore, the proposed bit cell is bulletproof as a bit cell design can
be even in the sub-threshold region where device performance variation is extremely
difficult to manage. As mentioned in the following chapters, the proposed cell work
at some frequency no matter how the devices are sized. The only significant consid-
erations that affect device sizing are performance (i.e. speed and power).
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The proposed bit cell can be used in ultra-low power applications (i.e. sub-
threshold operation) since reliability is a concern in the sub-threshold region. In
many cases, these applications require a small capacity of memory so that the size
overhead of a bit cell might not be critical, compared to memory hungry applications.
If the bit cell cannot find a way into production due to the size overhead, it might
at least serve as the pseudo-golden reference for all subthreshold bit cell designs to
be compared against since the proposed bit cell is as safe as a bit cell could ever be
in terms of read and write static noise margin. Although a standard-cell latch pro-
posed in [82] can be regarded as a golden reference due to no charge contention, the
voltage transfer characteristic of the proposed 12T bitcell is also similar to the one
of the standard-cell latch. The difference between them is that the proposed bitcell
has initial charge contention, while the standard cell latch does not have any charge
contention. However, the proposed bitcell forms a feedback loop during the write
operation clock phase, while the standard cell latch forms it after the write operation
clock phase. Since the characteristics of the proposed bitcell is very similar to the
standard cell latch, the other sub-threshold bit cells traded safety and robustness for
area reduction, so the degree to which it is accomplished could be compared to the
proposed bit cell as a reference.
The proposed bit cell structure is based on a 16T SRAM proposed in [83]. While
the 16T bit cell has dual-rail outputs and two footers for balancing the signal timing of
dual-rail in asynchronous systems, the proposed 12T SRAM bit cell has a single-ended
output and no footer to reduce area and power overhead.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes the
proposed 12T SRAM bit cell design, its operation principle, and sizing constraint.
Section 3.3 introduces sub-threshold and super-threshold analytical models for the
write margin of the proposed 12T SRAM. Section 3.4 presents simulation results.
Section 3.5 draws conclusions.
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3.2 12T SRAM Cell Design
12T SRAM is designed to increase write margin. Previously proposed SRAM cells
are mostly either for improving read static noise margin or for increasing the number
of rows SRAM cells share in bit lines by reducing leakage current. Consequently,
not many attempts to increase write margin have been done. Conventionally, write
operation is conducted by applying state ‘0’ or ‘1’ to the bit lines so that the set values
can override the previous state stored in the cross-coupled inverters. In this scenario,
bit line input drivers should be stronger than SRAM cell transistors, otherwise, write
operation may fail. Due to this characteristic of a SRAM, sizing has been one of
the most dominant factors for designing a SRAM cell. This is attributed to SRAM
cells feedback loop structureback-to-back inverter structure. In an instance of read
operation, the read access switches can be used for decoupling the read bit lines from
the storage nodes as an 8T SRAM cell, so these read access transistors can be free
from sizing constraints. In the case of write operation, however, decoupling storage
nodes from bit lines is infeasible because some paths through which charges can be
stored or discharged should directly be connected to those nodes. Accordingly, an
alternative needs to be proposed such as a static logic style.
3.2.1 SRAM Cell Structure
The proposed SRAM cell structure is shown in Figure 3.2. Storage nodes Q
and QB are comprised of transistors M1 through M4. More specifically, transistors
M1 through M4 are arranged as a pair of inverters cross-coupled with each other.
Transistors M7 through M10 comprise supply switches defined as two pairs of PMOS
devices, such that each pair of PMOS devices have source terminals coupled to the
supply voltage and drain terminals coupled to one of the two inverters. Additionally,
a gate terminal of a single supply transistor is coupled to a write word line. Write





















Figure 3.2: The proposed 12T SRAM cell structure.
8T SRAM cells are. These six devicesM5 through M10relate write operation. Two
NMOS devices M11 and M12 form a read port as in the conventional 8T SRAM cell
[56].
3.2.2 Operation Principle
12T SRAM is fully operated in static mode during read and write operation.
3.2.2.1 Read Operation
Read operation is conducted through devices M11 and M12 as shown in Figure 3.3.
As in a conventional 8T SRAM cell, the storage node QB is decoupled from the read
bit lines RBL by device M11. In this case, M11 is turned on. When RWL is asserted,
a path from RBL to VGND becomes transparent, and VGND is driven to GND by





























































Figure 3.3: The proposed 12T SRAM cell read operation.
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floating bit line, RBL, begin to be discharged through the path as shown in Figure 3.3
(b). This process is the completion of read operation. After this completion, RWL is
deasserted and RBL is precharged to VDD, while VGND is driven to VDD so that
the leakage due to lack of voltage difference between RBL and VGND can be reduced
when the SRAM cells connected to this word line are not used. It brings about more
rows of cells shared in bit lines since the leakage has been an obstacle increasing the
number of rows of cells.
3.2.2.2 Write Operation
The write operation is a key feature of the 12T SRAM cell design. Figure 3.4
shows a series of processes in write operation. Device M5 to M10—six devices in
total—are related to write operation. The basic principle is to make an SRAM cell
operate in static mode without charge contention.
The write operation illustrated in Figure 3.4 is writing ‘1 to node Q, assuming
that ‘0 is initially stored at node Q and ‘1 is initially stored at node QB. To begin,
keep ‘0 at node WBLB, while asserting ‘1 at node WBL so that M7 is turned on, and
M8 is turned off, as shown in Figure 3.4 (a). Next, WWL is asserted, which causes M5
and M6 to turn on and M9 and M10 to turn off, as shown in Figure 3.4 (b). Notice
that a path from the supply to node QB is cut, so that no current can flow into the
storage nodes. Instead, a path from node QB to GND is formed. On the other side,
a path from supply to node Q is formed through M5. Accordingly, discharge at node
QB is incurred through M6, while charging Q through M5 as shown in Figure 3.4 (c).
Please notice that there is a charge contention between M1 and M5 (i.e. writing ‘1 at
node Q). However, writing ‘0 at node QB would complete before writing ‘1 at node
Q due to stronger VGS of M6 as well as no charge contention in discharging path.
Thus, the initial charge contention between M1 and M5 would be eliminated after


















































































































































































Figure 3.4: A series of write operation process of the proposed 12T SRAM cell.
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off, so that a path from VDD through M7 and M2 to node Q is transparent, while a
path to GND is closed. This, in turn, helps charging node Q, causing M3 to become
transparent, while switching M4 off as shown in Figure 3.4 (d). At this moment,
writing ‘1 to node Q and ‘0 to node QB is completed. Subsequently, the asserted
signal on WWL, WBL, and WBLB should be reset to ‘0 as shown in Figure 3.4 (e).
With this reset, M7 through M10 can transfer power to the cross-coupled inverters,
while M5 and M6 are turned off. Figure 3.4 (f) shows the state of the SRAM cell
after the completion of write operation.
3.2.3 Sizing Constraint
The proposed 12T SRAM cell has initial charge contention between the access
transistor and the pull down transistor of one of the half cells during write operation.
However, it will be eliminated when the write operation of the other half cell is
complete, which means the write operation is sequentially conducted from one half cell
to the other. Thus, sizing mostly affects the performance of an SRAM and its static
and dynamic noise margins rather than its functionality. This is one of the advantages
of the proposed 12T SRAM cell since engineering efforts to design an SRAM cell can
dramatically be reduced. Unless performance is a matter of importance, every device
size can be minimum. This can help to reduce energy consumption during read or
write operation. For a balanced VTC, M2 and M4 can be sized twice as wide as
M1 and M3. This makes pull-up and pull-down strength balanced, which causes the
shape of each inverters VTC as well as static noise margin. In addition, the proposed
12T bit cell does not have any feedback during read and write operations, so sizing
M11 and M12 up could improve read performance as the conventional 8T bit cell.
Moreover, sizing M5-M10 up can improve write performance since the sizes of M5 and
M6 determine discharging time, while the sizes of M7 and M8 affect charging time.








































Figure 3.5: The proposed 12T SRAM Read Noise Margin Model.
requirement without concerning either read upset or write upset.
3.3 Analytical Model
In this section, an analytical model for writer margin is proposed.
3.3.1 Read Static Noise Margin
Figure 3.5 shows static noise sources inserted at feedback nodes as in [84]. Since
M7, M8, M9, and M10 are turned on, both nodes V1 and V2 are charged with VDD. In
addition, M5 and M6 are also in off state. Only inverters (M1 through M4), M11 and
M12 are relevant during the read operation. Accordingly, the proposed 12T SRAM
cell is very similar to the conventional 8T SRAM cell during read operation, which
will be shown in Section 3.4.
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3.3.2 Definitions of Write Margin
Many definitions of write margin have been proposed in literature [85][86][87][88].
The conventional write static noise margin (WSNM) is based on the VTCs of the
back-to-back inverters [85]. In this definition, two static noise sources are injected
in the feedback loop of the back-to-back inverters so that these sources prevent the
bit cell from writing. Accordingly, the minimum voltage of the noise sources that
forces the bit cell to hold the previous data during write operation can be defined
as WSNM. Another definition of write margin is bit line write margin (BLWM) [86].
In this definition, a static noise source is injected in a bit line which is supposed to
be ‘0’. In other words, it can be assumed that a bit line driver cannot force a bit
line to discharge fully. Since write operation begins with discharging, this injected
noise source could affect the write operation, so BLWM can be the noise voltage
at which discharging cannot flip the state of a bit cell. Other definitions of write
margin are related to wordline [87][88]. In [87], the wordline voltage of a half cell
is swept so that one of the inverters can flip at a certain voltage, from which to
VDD can be a wordline write margin (WWM). In [88], a newly combined wordline
write margin (CWWM) is proposed after analyzing the drawback of WWM. Instead
of sweeping the wordline voltage of a half cell, the whole wordline voltage is swept
in order to acquire CWWM. CWWM can be the difference between VDD and the
wordline voltage where the storage nodes flip to the opposite state. These definitions
are examined in [89], and it was concluded that CWWM follows PVT variations
better than the others. However, WSNM would be used in analytical modeling since
WSNM is a counterpart of the conventional read noise margin in write operation.










































Figure 3.6: The proposed 12T SRAM Write Noise Margin Model
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3.3.3 Write Static Noise Margin Modeling
Static noise sources for write margin are inserted at feedback paths as shown in
Figure 3.6. In contrast with read SNM, the signs of noise sources are opposite since
these sources should function to disturb write operation. In other words, these sources
increase the stability of the SRAM cell during hold and read. Assume that state ‘1’
is stored at node Q, and value ‘0’ is being written, so WBLB is set as ‘1’, while WBL
as ‘0’. In addition, WWL is also asserted, and RWL is deactivated (VGND is in ‘1’
state). In this scenario, charges stored at node Q as well as at node V1 begin to
discharge through M5 since M2 is turned on. Accordingly, the voltage at node Q and
at node V1 is regarded as ‘0’ in the dc analysis point of view. Moreover, the voltage
at node V2 can be considered VDD because M8 is always in ‘on’ state. Since the
node voltage at Q is ‘0’, writing ‘1’ at QB is the completion of the write operation.
Therefore, Vn at which the drain current of M3 is the same as the one of M4 can
be the static write margin since charges can barely be accumulated at QB, meaning
almost ‘0’ state. With these assumptions, the analytical model for write margin is
acquired.
3.3.3.1 Super-threshold Model
Assume M3 operates in the linear region, while M4 operates in the saturation
region since ‘0’ is stored at QB, so VDS4 is almost VDD. Equating drain currents of
both M3 and M4 results in:
k4
2
(VSG4 − Vtp)2 = k3VDS3
(



















• Vtn is the threshold voltage of NMOS
• Vtp is the threshold voltage of PMOS
For simplicity, µp and Vtp are treated as positive values.
From Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL), the following equations are acquired:
VGS3 = VQ + Vn (3.2)
VSG4 = VDD − VQ − Vn (3.3)
VQ = 0 (3.4)
Notice that we only have the VTC of inverter 2; the VTC of inverter 1 is constant
(VQ=0). Substituting these into Equation 3.1 yields:
VDS3
2 − 2(Vn − Vtn)VDS3 +
µp
µn













When Equation 3.5 has two distinct real roots, the SRAM cell is regarded as
holding the current stateretaining bistability. If Equation 3.5 has two distinct com-
plex roots, the SRAM cell cannot hold datamonostable, so write operation can be
performed. Therefore, Vn at which Equation 3.5 has a double root can be the write
marginboth VTCs coincide at a point. This condition is identical to the discriminant
of the quadratic equation Equation 3.5 as shown below:
aVDS3
2 + bVDS3 + c = 0 (3.6)
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ac(∵ b < 0) (3.7b)
When Equation 3.6 and Equation 3.7b are applied to Equation 3.5, the following
equation is yielded:




β(VDD − Vtp − Vn). (3.8)
After solving Equation 3.8 for Vn, the static write margin for the super-threshold
operating condition can be acquired:













Sub-threshold modeling is similar to the super-threshold modeling except for the
drain current expression. In this model, every parameter is treated as a positive value.
At node QB, the drain currents of M3 and M4 can be equated by Kirchhoff’s current
law (KCL).
ISD4 = IDS3. (3.10)





















• n = 1 + cd
cox
• ΦT = kTq











As the case of super-threshold modeling, the same conditionsEquation 3.2 to Equa-
tion 3.4are applicable to Equation 3.12. After substitution, solving Equation 3.12 for















WSNM analytical models developed in Section 3.3 are compared with simulation
results as shown in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7 (a) shows the comparison of super-threshold
and sub-threshold models with simulation results versus VDD. The error range of
super-threshold model is 3.1% to 8.7%, while sub-threshold model has 8.1% to 14.2%
error range. The reason for greater error of the sub-threshold model is that leakage
current exponentially increases as the device goes to deep sub-threshold region, and
we assumed M1, M2, M7, and M9 were completely off in modeling, while they are not
completely off due to sub-Vth VDD. The WSNM simulation results when changing
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Figure 3.7: The Proposed 12T SRAM Analytical Model Simulation
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β are compared to the analytical model as shown in Figure 3.7 (b). Super-threshold
model is verified at VDD=1.0V, while sub-threshold one at VDD=0.25V. The error
range of the super-threshold model is from 0.59% to 6.17%, while the range of the
sub-threshold model is from 10.43% to 15.42%. Although the sub-threshold curves
seem to be closer than super-threshold curves in the figure, the accuracy of the latter
is greater. Since WSNM values in sub-threshold are relatively smaller, a tiny change
of the value makes a great difference in error. If the two values in the sub-threshold
region are compared, the difference in range is within 17.80mV.
3.4.2 Simulatipn Setup
The proposed 12T cell was analyzed against the conventional 6T, 8T [56], and the
10T [80] cells. Sizing of each bit cell was determined as follows. The pull-up ratio
(PR), which is defined as the ratio of the size of the pull up transistor to the size of
the access transistor, of the 6T bit cell is set to 1, and the cell ratio (CR), the ratio
of the size of the pull down transistor to the size of the access transistor, is set to 2.
Both PR and CR of the 8T bit cell is set to 1, and the read access transistors are
sized as minimum. All devices of the 10T and the proposed 12T bit cell are sized as
minimum. All experiments were conducted with these setups. The operating supply
voltage is set as a near-threshold voltage (i.e. 550 mV) since it provides a certain
amount of performance, while saving energy much.
3.4.3 Read Static Noise Margin
50k Monte-Carlo pre-layout schematic simulation results of RSNM at VDD=550mV,
FS corner, and 125◦C is shown in Figure 3.8. The RSNMs of 6T, 8T, 10T, and 12T
bit cells are 80.08mV, 199.32mV, 198.67mV, and 198.28mV, respectively. According
to the distributions, all bit cells can be considered robust under ±6σ local process
and mismatch variations. In addition, the RSNM of the proposed 12T bit cell is com-
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Figure 3.8: 50,000 RSNM Monte-Carlo simulation results for 6T, 8T, 10T, and the





Figure 3.9: 50,000 WSNM Monte-Carlo simulation results for 6T, 8T, 10T, and 12T
SRAM cells at VDD=550 mV, SF corner, and -30◦C.
parable to the conventional 8T bit cell and the 10T bit cell, while the conventional
6T bit cell is more vulnerable than the others.
3.4.4 Static Write Margin
Since noise can incur at any node including a storage node, wordline, and bit line,
investigation of each write margin definition is essential. 50,000 WSNM Monte-Carlo
pre-layout bitcell level simulation results at VDD=550mV, SF corner, and -30◦C
under process and mismatch variations are shown in Figure 3.9. The curves of the
10T and the proposed 12T bit cell resemble the ideal shape shown in Figure 3.1.
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Notice that the VTC of a half cell is a straight line along with y-axis even under
process and mismatch variations. This is because a feedback loop is cut in the 10T
and the 12T bit cell during write operation. Thus, the proposed bit cell provides mono
stability even though the VTC of the other half cell is fluctuating under process and
mismatch variations. The statistical distributions of write margin simulation results
are shown in Figure 3.10. The 6T and 8T bit cells fail in some iterations of CWWM,
and BLWM, while the 10T and the 12T bit cell do not fail at all in any write margin
definition. The mean of WSNM for 6T, 8T, 10T, and 12T bit cells are 173.1 mV, 186.4
mV, 305.6 mV, and 307.8 mV, respectively. According to the distributions, 6T and
8T are robust under ±4σ variations, while 10T and 12T are robust under more than
±12σ variations, which can be concluded by the extrapolation of the distributions.
The mean of CWWM for 6T, 8T, 10T, and 12T are 44.9 mV, 54.8 mV, 317.1 mV,
and 251.5 mV, respectively. Note that the conventional 6T and 8T bit cells fail 5816
and 3856 times, respectively. In BLWM, the mean of 6T, 8T, 10T and 12T are 57.8
mV, 73.1 mV, 280.6 mV and 405.3 mV, respectively. The 6T and 8T bit cells also
fail 5786 and 3816 times, respectively. The statistics of the write margin simulations
are shown in Table 3.1. As shown in the table, the proposed bit cell has more BLWM
than the compared 10T bit cell, while it has less CWWM. The reason why the 10T
cell has more CWWM is that the 10T cell cuts a feedback path by weakening both a
PMOS and an NMOS, while the proposed bit cell cuts the feedback only by a PMOS.
Thus, the 10T cell can weaken the feedback more with the same amount of wordline
voltage applied. The reason why the proposed bit cell has more BLWM is that data
is written by both BL and BLB, while the 10T cell is only driven by a bit line. As
shown in the figure and the table, we can conclude that the proposed 12T SRAM
































































































6T 8T [56] 10T [80] 12T (proposed)
µ 173.1mV 186.4mV 305.6mV 307.8mV
WSNM σ 42. 7mV 44.6mV 24.1mV 23.2mV
fail No fail No fail No fail No fail
µ 44.9mV 54.8mV 317.1mV 251.5mV
CWWM σ 38.3mV 39.1mV 27.0mV 27.0mV
fail 5816 fails 3856 fails No fail No fail
µ 57.8mV 73.1mV 280.6mV 405.3mV
BLWM σ 49.4mV 52.8mV 27.0mV 81.0mV
fail 5786 fails 3816 fails No fail No fail
Table 3.1: SRAM Cell Write Margin Simulation Results (50,000 MC, SF Corner, T=-
30◦C)
∗These statistics exclude failed iterations.
3.4.5 Dynamic Write Margin
Dynamic noise margin for a write operation (DNM) is analyzed for 6T, 8T, 10T,
and 12T. Among the previously proposed DNMs, the minimum width of the WL
assertion pulse to make a bitcell reach to the switching threshold [90] is used for this
analysis. The simulation setting is shown in Figure 3.11. A bitwise column consists
of 128 bitcells, and a wire RC model is inserted on the bitline. 50,000 Monte-Carlo
simulation was conducted at VDD=550mV, SF corner, and -30◦C. DNM per iteration
is found by sweeping wordline width. The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.12.
The proposed 12T bit cell did not incur any failure, while the other cells did. The
mean of DNM for 6T, 8T, 10T, and 12T are 3.26ns, 3.47ns, 1.85ns, and 1.32ns,
respectively. The standard deviations of DNM for 6T, 8T, 10T, and 12T are 3.97ns,
4.92ns, 1.99ns, and 1.75ns. Note that the mean values exclude failed interations,
so these numbers show a DNM tendency. In conclusion, the proposed 12T cell is
dynamically more stable than the other compared cells.
3.4.6 Leakage Current
One of important metrics of an SRAM bit cell is the total bit cell leakage current










































Figure 3.11: Dynamic write noise margin simulation setting.
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Dynamic Write Noise Margin Distribution
 6T DNM




















































Figure 3.12: 50,000 Monte-Carlo DNM simulation results for 6T, 8T, 10T, and the
proposed 12T SRAM cells in 40nm CMOS technology.
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6T, 8T, 10T, and 12T at VDD=550mV, TT corner, 25C are 6.42 nA, 5.04 nA, 3.94
nA and 4.12 nA, respectively. This is reasonable since the 10T cell has a single bitline,
and both 10T and 12T cells have more stacks than 6T and 8T cells.
3.4.7 Performance
Read access time of a column of 128 bit cell is simulated as the delay from 50%
of read wordline voltage to 100mV voltage difference between BL and BLB (or a
reference dummy bitline). Simlarly, write access time is simulated as the delay from
50% of write wordline voltage to 50% of written storage node voltage in the 128-bitcell
column array. The simulation results are shown in Table 3.2. In read operation, the
SRAM bit cell Read (FS, 125◦C) Write (SF, -30◦C)
6T 22.07 ps 2.45 ns
8T 26.65 ps 2.19 ns
10T 29.28 ps 1.73 ns
12T 29.89 ps 1.28 ns
Table 3.2: SRAM Cell Delay Comparison
Write delay is simulated from 50% of wordline voltage to 50% of the storage
node voltage, while read delay from 50% of wordline voltage until when
the voltage difference between bitline and bitline bar to be 100mV.
proposed bit cell shows a comparable performance to the 10T bit cell. The reason
why 8T has a better delay than 10T and the proposed 12T is that both 10T and 12T
cells have an additional stack on pull-up network, so that the bitcells cant quickly
recover voltage droop due to leakage. This weakens the drivability of the read port
transistor. The conventional 6T bitcell shows the best performance in reading since
it has a differential read port in additional to that the 6T cell has a greater CR than
8T, 10T and 12T cells (i.e. CR=2). If the read access transistor of 8T, 10T and 12T
cells are sized up, the read performance can be improved, but it would trade power
and area off. For write operation, the proposed 12T bit cell shows the best result.
This is because the proposed 12T cell does not have a feed back for overdriving in
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a discharging path. 10T cell also shows a good performance for writing since it also
cuts a feedback during write. However, it has a single write port, so the performance
is worse than the proposed 12T cell. The conventional 6T SRAM cell gives the worst
write delay due to a higher CR. In conclusion, the prospoed 12T bit cell provides
comparable performance with the conventional 6T and 8T [56], and the 10T [80]
SRAM cells. When there is a certain requirement of performance, the proposed 12T
bit cell could achieve the requirement since there is no sizing constraint both in read
and write operations. In this case, area and power can be traded off with performance.
3.4.8 Cell Area
The layout of the proposed 12T bit cell is shown in Figure 3.13. The layout is
2-poly pitch height as in the conventional 6T and 8T cell layout, but only three sides
(top, left and right) can be shared because the source terminals of M2 and M4 are not
connected to VDD (i.e. the conventional 6T and 8T cell layout shares this terminal
to another cell so that the bit cell area can drastically be reduce). Thus, the height
of the proposed bit cell is 1.18 times greater than the other two cells which can share
contacts with other cells both at the top and at the bottom. In addition, the width
of the proposed cell is 1.65 times and 1.46 times greater than the 6T and 8T cells,
respectively. Since the source terminals of M2 and M4 should be shared with four
additional devices (M7 through M10), the drain terminals of inverters are connected
by twisted metal 1 layer. Please note that the devices in the area delineated with read
dot lines are additional ones compared to the conventional 8T bit cell. Overall, the
area overhead of the proposed bit cell is 1.96 times and 1.74 times greater than 6T and
8T cells, respectively. The cell area comparison with respect to the conventional 8T
cell is shown in Table 3.3. Although the proposed 12T cell has 2 or 3 more transistors




























































































































































SRAM bit cell Number of bitlines Area (with respect to 8T)
6T 2 BL 0.77×
8T [56] 2 WBL / 1 RBL 1×
10T [71] 2 WBL / 1 RBL 1.6×
8T [68] 2 WBL / 1 RBL 1.2×
10T [72] 2 WBL / 1 RBL 1.6×
10T [73] 2 BL 1.6×
9T [79] 2 WBL / 2 RBL 1.4×
12T (This work) 2 WBl / 1 RBL 1.7×
Table 3.3: SRAM Cell Area Comparison
3.5 Conclusions
The proposed 12T bit cell dramatically improves the write margin by eliminating
the charge contention due to the feedback structure of an SRAM cell. Its innate
structure allows reliable operation during writing by blocking the power supply route.
Since there is no charge contention, no sizing constraint exists. In order to improve
RSNM, pull-up devices can be sized two times more than the pull-down devices for
balancing the VTCs of back-to-back inverters. In addition, any device can be sized
according to a certain performance requirement since there is no sizing constraint in
the proposed structure. The VTC of the proposed cell in WSNM is very similar to the
ideal curves suggested in Section I due to the feedback free structure during write. In
three different definitions of write margin including WSNM, CWMM, and BLWM, the
12T cell is more robust than the conventional 6T and 8T cells, and it is comparable to
the 10T cell [80]. In addition, the proposed 12T cell is more dynamically stable than
the 6T, 8T, and 10T cells. Therefore, the proposed cell achieves a higher WSNM,
BLNM, and DNM without sacrificing RSNM. Accordingly, the proposed 12T cell can
be used for ultra-low power applications which requires low-voltage operations while
demanding relatively low capacity since the area of memory block is comparable to
the area of peripheral circuitry. In addition, the WSNM analytical model of the
12T cell is proposed. The super-threshold model fits within 8.7% errors, while the
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sub-threshold model fits within 14.2% errors. When ratio changes from 1 to 5, the




Energy-Efficient Hardware Architecture of
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) for ECG Clustering
4.1 Introduction
Electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the most crucial bio-signals for heart disease
diagnosis, such as myocardial infarction and arrhythmia because such diseases are
highly correlated with ECG (i.e. waveform shape, QRS complex, R-R interval, and
etc.) [91]. Since these heart diseases are sporadic, and require immediate intervention
for minimizing fatality, continuous monitoring of the ECG is indispensable [92]. Thus,
patients with serious conditions need to stay in the hospital for continuous monitor-
ing, which lowers the quality of their lives. In order to resolve this issue, ultra-low
power monitoring systems have been proposed in mobile platforms [45][48][57][49].
This system can facilitate immediate intervention from medical providers; 1) it can
diagnose the patient and alert medical experts when an abnormality is detected, or
2) it can transmit sensed raw ECG signals to a server so that the server can diagnose
heart diseases according to the relevant signal processing algorithms for diagnosis.
The latter is not regarded as a good candidate since sensed raw data have to be
transmitted continuously through a power hungry RF transmitter, which limits the
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lifetime of a battery-operated system. Rather, processing ECG on-chip for diagnosis
and wirelessly transmitting an alert is more appropriate for power hungry mobile de-
vices and also for implantable devices. Since raw ECG data cannot be provided from
this system to medical providers, on-chip signal processing should be highly accurate
and immune to noise. In this sense, the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs)
could be a promising technique since the performance of the conventional rule-based
diagnosis algorithms deteriorate when noise is present, while ANNs still perform well
[93].
There are two machine learning algorithm categories: supervised learning and
unsupervised learning. The former categorizes each sample correctly after an enough
number of learning processes, while requires a great number of data pairs of a sample
and its category. The latter does not require such mapped data pairs (i.e. self-
clustering), but it requires a well devised algorithm for each application. From these
aspects, unsupervised learning can be more appropriate for biomedical applications.
First, supervised learning requires enough training samples in order to map upcoming
data onto a specific category. If there is not enough training data, ANNs cannot
recognize some of the unknown input data. This is very challenging since enough
training samples are not always available. This is because bio-signals are acquired
from different people at different conditions. In other words, they have different
races, ages, and health conditions at environments with different noise conditions.
However, unsupervised learning is more flexible to unknown input data sets even in
a new environment because it can resiliently adjust ANNs through a learning process
with new input data.
Self-organizing map (SOM) [19] is one of the main two unsupervised learning
algorithms with adaptive resonance theory (ART) [94]. Although ART is more plastic
to unknown input patterns than SOM, spare hardware should be available for such
plasticity. In other words, there is a trade-off between the plasticity and hardware
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cost. On the contrary, SOM does not require such extra hardware. In addition, SOM
provides a topological map for each sample. If a sample is mapped to a certain cell in
an ANN, it means the sample has similar facets with other samples mapped to cells
nearby. The aspect of this mapping resembles real diagnosis. Most medical providers
diagnose statistically; they tell how probable it is that a patient might have a certain
disease based on his or her symptoms. Thus, SOM is a good candidate algorithm for
an on-chip self-diagnostic hardware system.
In this chapter, we propose to use a ECG complex vector along with a R-R interval
as an input vector to SOM network. This is simple for hardware, and efficiently
enough for clustering ECG complexes.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section II discusses the
previous works of ECG clustering by using SOM algorithms, and presents the SOM
algorithm used in this work. Section III introduces the proposed hardware architec-
ture. Section IV presents simulation results. Section V draws conclusions.
4.2 Theoretical Background
There have been many attempts at utilizing SOM to cluster ECGs QRS com-
plexes. In [95], ECG clustering by SOM was proposed after R-beat detection through
a preprocessing algorithm. 50 input samples were used for the training, and two dif-
ferent QRS complexes (i.e. a normal beat and a ventricular beat) were successfully
clustered, but no analysis on accuracy rate and types of beats was conducted. In [96],
combination of SOM and learning vector quantization (LVQ) along with mixture of
experts (MOE) were proposed for ECG beat clustering. However, LVQ is a supervised
learning algorithm, and MOE is very difficult to implement in hardware due to the
exponential function used. These algorithms clustered four different types of com-
plexes, and their accuracy was 94%. In [97], Hermite basis was proposed for learning
and weight vectors to SOM instead of ECG complex vectors. This idea could help
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clustering 16 types of QRS complexes, and its accuracy was 98.5%. However, Her-
mite function is not hardware-friendly since it requires calculations of square-roots
and exponential functions. In [98], a self-organizing cerebellar model articulation
controller (SOCMAC) was proposed. This idea combines SOM into CMAC, which
reduces a memory requirement by two coordinate mapping. CMAC has a similar
aspect to SOM in that it updates weight vectors nearby when updating the mapped
weight vector. However, it cannot update the only mapped weight vector, which has
a risk to make an ANN diverge. The authors mentioned initialization of the memory
contents were critical for learning process. However, this dilutes the advantage of
unsupervised learning. In [99], multiscale recurrence analysis (MRA) was integrated
with SOM, which achieved 95.25% accuracy, but it requires 3-lead data and hardware
expensive wavelet transform. In this work, we used the original SOM algorithm for
hardware simplicity.
SOM algorithm matches an input vector with one of weight vectors corresponding
cells in a SOM, and update the cell or adjacent cells based on the learning error.
Let x = [x1, x2, ..., xn]
T ∈ Rn be an input vector. Assume SOM consists of N cells,
and the weight vector of cell i can be represented as wi = [wi1, wi2, ..., win]
T ∈ Rn.
The weight vector of the winner cell, wc, is found by





(x1 − wi1)2 + · · ·+ (xn − win)2 is the Euclidean distance between
x and wi.
The winner vector, wc, and the vectors of its adjacent cells are updated as follows:
wj(t+ 1) =
 wj(t) + α(t)(x(t)− wj(t)) if j ∈ Nc(t)wj(t) if j ∈ Nc(t) (4.2)
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where Nc is a neighborhood set around cell c and α(t) is an adaptation gain satisfying
the condition, 0 < α(t) < 1.
In this work, we set x as a combination of a QRS complex vector, c, and its
corresponding R-R interval as follows:
x = [c0, c1, · · · , c126, R−R interval]T . (4.3)
Including the R-R interval into an input vector helps clustering more effectively. Since
R-R interval is highly related to a type of heart diseases, similar ECG waveforms
having different R-R interval can be clustered differently. Otherwise, it might be
clustered into one group.
4.3 Hardware Architecture
The proposed hardware architecture is shown in Figure 4.1. The main advantage
of the proposed architecture is that memory access is sequential, not in parallel. This
can be achieved thanks to the narrow bandwidth of ECG as well as its sampling
frequency. The architecture mainly consists of two sub-blocks: a preprocessing block
(i.e. an FIR filter, a memory, and an R-peak detector) and an SOM block (a learning
controller and an SOM network). The preprocessing block filters noise out through
a digital FIR filter, and stores it on the memory block. The filtered input signal is
also fed into an R-peak detector which detects an R-peak through squaring, moving
integral, and threshold detection. These processes amplify a peak vector further,
while suppressing the other components of small amplitudes. When an R-peak is
detected, the SOM block begins to operate. Here, we adopted 5×5 mesh topology
for SOM since mesh topology is easy to implement in hardware, bringing about less
overhead. In addition, the data representation of SOM weight vector is a 10-bit fixed-










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































body sensor network works tend to use a small data representation for a power saving
purpose (e.g. 8 bit) [48][49]. However, the bit length affects the clustering accuracy,
so we adopted a 10-bit as a data representation.
Memory block is 640×10bit register files (RF). Since the input data is sampled at
360 Hz. The memory can cover a heart rate from 60 bpm× 360÷ 640 = 33.75 bpm.
SOM network consists of 5×5 cells one of which has 128×10 bit RF. Thus, it will
cover a heart rate by 60 bpm× 360÷ 127 = 170 bpm.
There are two modes: learning mode and operation mode. The purpose of learning
mode is to make the clustering immune to unexpected noises. Since each patient
has a different environment, the learning mode will help the system cluster an QRS
complex more accurately under a certain noise environment. In learning mode, the
SOM network is updated, whereas it is not updated in the operation mode. In both
modes, the learning controller retrieves the stored vectors centered at the peak as
well as weight vectors stored in the SOM network. Then, it calculates Euclidean
distances between the stored vectors and the weight vector of each cell in the SOM
network, and compares them with each other. This process continues until the last
vector of the stored QRS complex is read. After this process, the learning controller
tags the input QRS complex with a cluster ID, and outputs it. This is the end of the
operation mode processes. In the learning mode, updating process follows after the
clustering. The learning controller updates the winner cells weight vector first, and
that of the neighborhood cells thereafter, depending on the learning phase. Thus, the
operation principle of the architecture is serialized memory access instead of parallel
access. This means the Learning Controller reads and writes data once at a time
sequentially. This is realized by low clock frequency due to low ECG bandwidth (i.e.
less than 100 Hz).
Example signal waveforms when an R-peak is detected and when the update



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As shown in the Figure 4.2 (a), an R-peak is detected at Memory write addr=276.
The stored filtered data is read from the 63rd earlier than this address to the 63rd
later so that a QRS complex consisting of 127 samples can be read. The Euclidean
distances between the sampled QRS complex and the weight vectors of each cell are
calculated during this read phase. After the 127 samples are read, the weight vectors
of the target cells are updated as shown in Figure 4.2 (b). The detailed procedures of
clustering an QRS complex and updating weight vectors are shown in the following
sub-sections.
4.3.1 Clustering Process
The clustering process is triggered by CLK and Learning CLK which is 25 times
faster than CLK so that the learning controller can calculate Euclidean distances
of all the cells (i.e. 25 cells) at each sampling. The clustering processes shown in
Figure 4.2 (a) are as follows:
1. The value after moving integral exceeds the threshold. (R-peak is detected, and
R-R interval is also calculated)
2. Address sequencer and learning controller prepare for the read addresses to the
memory and the SOM network. (Note that these signals are triggered by CLK.)
3. The first memory read address is, which is the current memory write address,
63 so that learning controller can read 127 samples around the R-peak sample.
4. 25 sample weight vectors are sequentially read at each CLK cycle triggered by
Learning CLK so that the Euclidean distance of each cell against the current
input vector can be calculated.
5. The Euclidean distance calculations are finished after 127 CLK cycles. Then,
the controller outputs the cell number which has the minimum Euclidean dis-
tance (i.e. SOM memory read cell shown in Figure 4.2 (b).).
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4.3.2 SOM Network Updating Process
The updating processes are followed after the clustering processes when the learn-
ing mode is active (see Figure 4.2 (b)). These are triggered by Writing CLK, which
is 8 times faster than Learning CLK. We wanted to finish the updating phase before
another R-peak is detected. Writing CLK is 8 times faster than Learning CLK here
since 8 times difference is easily achieved by a few logic gates. In this case, Writ-
ing CLK is 200 times faster than CLK, which is acceptable even when all 25 cells are
updated. In this case, updating takes 16 CLK cycles. If another R-peak is detected
during this 16th CLK cycle, the period of R-peaks would be 79 CLK cycles. For
this case, the heart rate should be 274 bpm, which is unrealistic. Since the mem-
ory read access rate is different during updating process from the clustering process,
we adopted Muxed CLK for the memory access. During the clustering process, the
memory is triggered by Learning CLK, while it is triggered by Writing CLK during
updating process. The whole updating processes are as follows:
1. Once the winner cell is determined, the controller triggers Read complete flag
high.
2. The address sequencer reacts the flag signal at the next Writing CLK cycle (i.e.
SOM write enable high).
3. The first input vector of the current QRS complex (e.g. at 214) and the first
weight vector of the winner cell are read.
4. The new weight vector (i.e. Data for write) is calculated by reflecting the learn-
ing error and the current adaptation gain.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We simulated the proposed architecture by using MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database
[100]. The 50% of the data is used for learning samples, while the other 50% is used
for clustering. The SOM clustering results for different types of beats are tabulated in
Table 4.1. In order for a fair comparison, we followed the table formatting introduced
in [97]. As shown in Table I, the proposed algorithm can cluster 16 different types of
beats. As in [97], we could not cluster supraventricular premature beat (S beat) and
atrial escape beat (e beat) due to lack of learning samples in the database.
Recording Accuracy (%) Recording Accuracy (%)
100 99.91 201 96.76
101 99.79 202 98.23
102 99.13 203 96.43
103 99.90 205 99.44
104 92.81 207 91.10
105 99.37 208 96.08
106 99.19 209 96.59
107 100.00 210 98.06
108 98.57 212 99.57
109 99.84 213 94.65
111 100.00 214 99.30
112 99.92 215 99.79
113 100.00 217 96.45
114 99.26 219 99.01
115 100.00 220 99.52
116 99.92 221 99.47
117 99.87 222 83.86
118 96.87 223 93.68
119 99.81 228 98.64
121 99.95 230 99.96
122 100.00 231 93.83
123 100.00 232 98.90
124 97.18 233 99.11
200 97.85 234 99.71
Average accuracy (%) 97.94
Table 4.2: SOM Clustering Results by Recordings
Table 4.2 shows the clustering results by recordings. The average clustering accu-
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Reference Method Number of clusters Accuracy (%)
Proposed SOM with R-R interval 16 97.94
[95] SOM 4 94
[97] SOM with Hermite basis 16 98.5
[98] SOCMAC 16 98.21
[99] SOM with MRA - 95.25
Table 4.3: Comparisons with Other Algorithms
racy is 97.94%.
The two least accurate recording are 222 an d 207. Recording 222 has mainly N,
A, and j waves. Since the number of samples of A and j waves in 222 are relatively
smaller than N wave (i.e. 10% of N wave), it failed to cluster some samples of N and j
waves. Recording 207 consists of L, R, A, V, b, and E waves. Similarly, the number of
samples of R, a, V, and E waves are less than 10% of L wave, which leads the low clus-
tering accuracy for 207. The comparison with other works is presented in Table 4.3.
This work achieved a comparable accuracy of clustering with the previous works.
Although [97] and [98] achieved higher accuracy, [97] did not include recording 222,
while [98] failed to cluster unclassified beat (Q beat). In addition, [97] is very difficult
to implement hardware, and [98] has a convergence issue if the SOM network is not
carefully initialized. The clustering latency from when an R-peak is detected is 128
Learning CLK cycles (i.e. 128÷9 kHz=14.2 ms). The clustering results of recording
230 is shown in Figure 4.3. Similar QRS complexes are topologically mapped nearby.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present a hardware architecture for ECG clustering by means
of SOM as well as its implementation in 65nm CMOS LP. A filtered ECG signal
samples along with its corresponding R-R interval are used as an input vector. The
clustering accuracy is 97.94% only by the original SOM algorithm. The chip layout
is shown in Figure 4.4, and the summary is tabulated in Table 4.4. The area of
90




































































































Figure 4.3: Example results of SOM clustering.




Operating Supply Voltage 1.2 V
Component Area
3,812 µm2 (address sequencer)
6,930 µm2 (FIR filter)
19,944 µm2 (learning block)
91,663 µm2 (memory)
2,689 µm2 (R-peak detector)
828,800 µm2 (SOM network)
Operating Frequency
360 Hz (CLK)
9 kHz (Learning CLK)
72 kHz (Writing CLK)
Total Average Power 5.853 mW
Table 4.4: ECG Clustering SOM SoC Summary
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the proposed SoC is 1,735×1,020 µm2, and the core size is 1,475×760 µm2. The
total average power consumption is 5.853 mW at VDD=1.2V. The comparison with









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This work focused on ultra-low power SoC design techniques for BSN applications,
especially ECG sensing and clustering applications. In order to achieve ultra-low
power on SoC, duty-cycling is critical. There are mainly two methods to increase
duty-cycle: Method 1, reducing the size of transferred data by compression or feature
extraction and Method 2, increasing transmission rate (i.e. RF carrier frequency).
Design techniques for achieving ultra-low power bio-signal sensing SoC are de-
scribed in Chapter II. For maximizing duty-cycling, 2.4 GHz ISM radio band was
adopted (Method 2). Although there are other options, such as 5.8 GHz band, 2.4
GHz band is regarded a better option in terms of communication range. In other
words, under the same range constraint, 2.4 GHz band saves power more than 5.8
GHz band since the wavelength of the 5.8 GHz band is half of the wavelength of 2.4
GHz band, and the 2.4 GHz band is well established in terms of its infrastructure
and products. Moreover, the prototype SoC provides five different operation modes
which can be chosen by a user so that power saving can be achieved further. Multiple
power domains for analog (1.0V), digital (0.55V), and RF analog blocks (1.2V) are
adopted to maximize power savings. Low supply voltage is applied to always-power-
on blocks (i.e. digital blocks), while nominal supply voltage is applied to RF blocks
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since the current is highly related to their communication range, and the current is
proportional to the supply voltage. Thanks to the low-power techniques applied and
aggressive duty-cycling (0.2526%), the prototype SoC consumes only 6.1 µW in full
operation mode and 912 nW in standby mode.
We discussed a robust SRAM bit cell design for near-threshold operation in Chap-
ter III. This work is essential to achieve ultra-low power BSN SoC since an SRAM
is regarded as the most vulnerable block when scaling the supply voltage. A novel
12T SRAM bit cell was proposed. We compared the proposed 12T bit cell with the
conventional 6T and 8T bit cells as well as a 10T bit cell. At VDD=550mV, the
proposed 12T SRAM bit cell is more robust than the other cells in terms of static
noise margin (i.e. WSNM, CWWM, and BLWM) and dynamic noise margin. The
area overhead of the proposed bit cell is 1.96 times and 1.74 times greater than the
6T and 8T bit cells, respectively. Compared to 10T cell, 12T bit cell has less than
7% area overhead.
Finally, an energy-efficient hardware architecture of a self-organizing map (SOM)
for ECG clustering is discussed in Chapter IV. This work further increases duty-
cycle through self-diagnosis so that the SoC does not need to transmit any signal
unless it detects abnormalities from a patient (Method 1). The hardware consists of
a pre-processing block and a SOM block. It detects an R-peak, reconstructs the QRS
complex around it, and clusters the complex by calculating the Euclidean distance
between the complex and the weight vectors of each cell in the SOM network (i.e.
5×5 cells). In the operation mode, the cluster ID related to the minimum Euclidean
distance is provided, while the tagged weight vectors are updated in the learning
mode. The proposed SoC is 1,735×1,020 µm2 in CMOS 65nm LP, and it consumes
5.853mW at VDD=1.2V.
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